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2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Demand remains restricted by popularity of breastfeeding and home-made food preparation
Health and wellness trends shape new product innovation
Private label ranges gain traction in fruit pouches
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Static demand for butter and spreads in 2023
Lactose free butter provides opportunity for growth
Upfield retains its lead despite continuing to lose value share
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Health and wellbeing concerns will influence new product innovation
Rising costs will lead to shrinkification
Slow recovery for foodservice
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Low levels of purchasing power lead to changes in consumption habits
High cost of raw milk has negative consequences for small cheese producers
Closure of price gap between brands and private label ranges

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Convenience will be key driver of growth, as consumers increasingly eat cheese on-the-go
Innovation will have a health and wellness focus
Rising costs could push companies to seek greater efficiencies
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Mill producers struggle with high production costs
High protein variants are on the rise
Competition from plant-based varieties

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Improved performance expected, with value-added, healthier varieties leading the way
Responsibly sourced products which embrace animal welfare will gain traction
Small milk producers will adapt to recent challenges
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
VAT reduction serves to stimulate purchases
Health and wellness trends shape new product development
Companies continue to invest in indulgent products

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Kefir will gain traction
Protein-rich products will gather pace
Consumers will remain cost conscious
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Cream and condensed milk see more modest growth, as consumers spend less time cooking at home
Indulgence and health are key areas of focus in chilled dairy desserts
Private label ranges have growing presence

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Innovation will fuel growth in chilled dairy desserts
Growing demand for healthier products will continue
Private label ranges will continue to gain popularity
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Healthy growth in 2023, with other plant-based milks gaining traction
Plant based yoghurt represents a growth opportunity
Innovation in plant-based milk brings flavour closer to that of cow's milk

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Closing the price gap between cow milk and plant-based milk represents an opportunity for an increase in consumption
Plant-based cheese will form part of companies’ strategies
Plant-based yoghurt will gain significance
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